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Extensions
In this section, I brieﬂy consider ﬁscal policy in a model where a subset of the population operates as rule-of-thumb agents who simply
consume current income each period and a model where agents face
a borrowing constraint. This section relates to a literature on ﬁscal
policy and rule-of-thumb agents developed by Mankiw (2000) and
Galı́, López-Salido, and Valles (2007), and a literature examining the
eﬀects of monetary policy when agents face borrowing constraints
such as Iacoviello (2005) and Monacelli (2009). As this section illustrates, the credit spread model considered in this paper can easily be
related to rule-of-thumb or borrowing constraint models and, therefore, the policy implications are likely to carry over to a broader
class of DSGE models.
Rule-of-Thumb Agents
Rule-of-thumb agents face a static optimization problem and choose
hours period-by-period facing a simple budget constraint with consumption equal to current disposable income:
Uc (Cty , Nty ) Wt = −Uh (Cty , Nty )
Cty

=

Wt Nty

(1)

− Tt .

(2)

Log-linearizing these equilibrium conditions and combining with the
equilibrium conditions for the ﬁrms and saver households discussed
earlier delivers a closed-form solution for output in terms of government purchases and taxes:
yt = 

α
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1−s
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The multiplier on government spending has several terms similar
to the multiplier derived in section 5, with the parameters φ and
υ as the new terms. For Frisch elasticities less than unity, υ < 1,
and for households with suﬃcient symmetry, φ ≈ 0. Therefore, a
tax reduction for the borrower household has negligible eﬀect on
output for plausible calibrations, and the government spending multiplier remains below unity, consistent with the numerical experiments shown in ﬁgure 1. Intuitively, a transfer from one household
to the other has oﬀsetting eﬀects on the labor supply of each household, leaving total labor supply relatively unchanged and, therefore,
output unchanged. To the extent that φ > 0, tax rebates will be
expansionary and the government spending multiplier will be larger
than in the representative-agent benchmark.
Under sticky prices, analytical solutions with rule-of-thumb
agents can be obtained under the assumption of GHH (Greenwood,
Hercowitz, and Huﬀman 1988) preferences or wage rigidity that eliminates a labor supply eﬀect. For simplicity and comparability to the
rest of the paper, I consider the case of rigid wages. The Phillips
curve from section 4.2 obtains along with an intertemporal IS curve
of the form


yt − gt = Et (yt+1 − gt+1 ) − sc σs (1 − sy ) idt − Et πt+1


− sc sy Et cyt+1 − cyt
cyt =
πt =

wny 1
Y
yt − taxt
cy α
cy

κ
(1 − α) yt + βEt πt+1 .
α

The last term in the IS equation can be treated as equivalent to
the credit spread ωt , and responds to changes in both income and
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transfers. A temporary increase in transfers that is gradually withdrawn, as in the case of a debt-ﬁnanced tax rebate, is equivalent
to a fall in the credit spread that eventually becomes positive as
the transfer turns negative when taxes are raised to return the public debt to its steady state. Relative to the credit spread model,
transfers appear directly in the intertemporal IS equation instead
of operating indirectly through private-sector debt. As before, when
monetary policy is unconstrained, the Phillips curve is unchanged
and monetary policy is free to target any combination of inﬂation
and output subject to the Phillips-curve tradeoﬀ.
When monetary policy is constrained by the zero lower bound,
both purchases and transfers may be used for stabilization and an
explicit tax rebate multiplier can be derived when there is a constant probability that the shock causing the zero lower bound to
bind disappears. While a ﬁnancial shock no longer appears because
of the absence of intermediation, any of the shocks that cause the
zero lower bound to bind in representative-agent models—such as a
discount rate shock—would suﬃce here.1 The solution for output at
the zero lower bound is similar to the solution derived in section 6,
with the addition of a multiplier on the tax rebate:
yzlb = νg∗ (gzlb − taxzlb ) − ζ
νg∗ =

(1 − ρ) (1 − βρ)

,
(1 − ρ) (1 − βρ) 1 − incy α1 − sc (1 − sb ) σs ακ (1 − α) ρ


where incy is the rule-of-thumb agents’ share of wage income in
national income. Comparison to the multiplier derived in section
6 reveals that the multiplier νg may be higher or lower; the eﬀect
of higher inﬂation reducing real interest rates (the last term in the
denominator) is attenuated relative to the saver/borrower model,
1
We can easily reintroduce the ﬁnancial shock and credit spread by simply
adding a measure of rule-of-thumb consumers to the existing saver/borrower
model. Goods market clearing then implies that Yt = ηs Cts + ηb Ctb +
(1 − ηs − ηb ) Cty . As before, under the assumption of zero debt elasticity of the
credit spread, the log-linearized economy at the zero lower bound is summarized
by an aggregate intertemporal IS curve and the standard Phillips curve. Moreover,
in a life-cycle model with distinct borrowing and credit spreads, the stochastic
steady state would be characterized by saver households, borrower households,
and households living in autarky.
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while the presence of rule-of-thumb agents raises the direct eﬀect of
government spending on the consumption of rule-of-thumb agents
(the incy term) and the multiplier. Unlike an old-style Keynesian
model, the government spending multiplier and tax rebate multiplier
are the same, and the balanced-budget multiplier is zero.
The reason the multiplier is the same for both government spending and tax rebates is that both aﬀect the savers’ consumption in
the same way. A rise in government spending or an equivalent fall in
tax rebates raises aggregate demand by the same amount, and equilibrium in the goods market requires either a rise in output or a fall
in the savers’ consumption induced by a rise in the real interest rate.
With the nominal rate held constant and no direct eﬀect of either
policy on the Phillips curve, the savers’ consumption response is
the same and, therefore, the output multiplier is the same for each
policy. When the government’s budget is balanced, the aggregate
demand eﬀects cancel out and the savers’ consumption decision is
unchanged.
Finally, it’s worth relating this equilibrium analysis of the zero
lower bound with rule-of-thumb agents to the extensive literature
on the determinants of consumption and the aggregate consumption
function where the real interest rate is taken as ﬁxed and exogenous.2
The multipliers attached to any particular ﬁscal policy are heavily
dependent on the behavior of the real interest rate, and therefore
conclusions regarding ﬁscal multipliers are inherently general equilibrium questions. In the same way that the credit spread—absent
wealth eﬀects—does not alter the Phillips curve, a more complex
(and realistic) theory of consumption is unlikely to alter the eﬀects of
ﬁscal policy away from the zero lower bound. Unless ﬁscal stabilization has large eﬀects on the production side of the economy—that is,
incentives to supply labor and capital—monetary policy can achieve
the same aggregate demand objectives of ﬁscal policy away from the
zero lower bound. The nature of the aggregate consumption function
will only become relevant at the zero lower bound where ﬁscal policies that have larger aﬀect on desired consumption will be preferred
to policies with a smaller eﬀect.

2

See, for example, and Kaplan and Violante (2014).
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Borrowing-Constrained Agents
A broad range of models consider a class of agents that are constrained either by an exogenous or endogenous borrowing constraint
but assume a single rate for lending and borrowing funds. These
model often assume that the borrowing constraint binds at all times
and solve for the dynamics of the model by log-linearizing around a
binding constraint. Relative to the rule-of-thumb model in the previous section and assuming an exogenous borrowing constraint, the
equilibrium conditions become




Uc Ctb , Ntb Wt = −Uh Ctb , Ntb
Ctb +

1 + idt−1
Bt−1 = Wt Ntb + Bt
Πt
Bt ≥ B.

To a log-linear approximation, the borrower’s budget constraint differs from the rule-of-thumb budget constraint only by including the
lagged interest rate. If steady-state interest payments are small, this
term can be safely disregarded and the ﬁscal multipliers obtained in
section 7.1 remain a good approximation in the case of exogenous
constraints. Without further assumptions on the model, a general
characterization of ﬁscal multipliers with an endogenous borrowing
constraint is diﬃcult.
Under sticky prices and a demand-driven labor market, a similar Phillips curve and intertemporal IS curve determine output
and inﬂation. When borrowers are constrained by an endogenous
or exogenous constraint, their optimal choice of borrowing is governed by a Euler equation with a non-zero Lagrange multiplier on
the binding constraint:
λbt = γEt λbt+1

1 + idt
+ Θt ,
Πt+1

where the Lagrange multiplier represents the shadow price of the
constraint. Since the constraint is assumed to be always binding for
suﬃciently small shocks, the borrower’s Euler equation can be loglinearized and summed with the saver’s Euler equation to obtain an
intertemporal IS curve of the form

6
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yt − gt = Et (yt+1 − gt+1 ) − sc σ idt − Et πt+1 − sc sb σb θθt .
As before, the last term can be regarded as the credit spread, and
changes in ﬁscal policy will shift the credit spread depending on
the nature of the borrowing constraint. Importantly, the multiplier
is likely to be changed by policy given that any change in income,
wages, or taxes will aﬀect the shadow price of the borrowing constraint. Though the mapping of a borrowing constraint model into
the credit spread model will depend on further assumptions, the
insights on ﬁscal policy from the credit spreads model should carry
over to alternative models of borrowing and lending.
Housing and Credit Spreads
I maintain the assumption of patient and impatient households, but
I now assume a single market interest rate for savers and households.
Instead of a credit spread, impatient households are constrained to
borrow only a possibly time-varying fraction of the value of their
residence. The impatient households choose
max{C b ,N b ,Bt ,H b } E
t

t

∞


t



β t U Ctb , Ntb , Htb

t=0

subject to: Ctb = Wt Ntb −

 b

1 + idt−1
Bt−1 + Bt − Tt + Qt Ht−1
− Htb
Πt

Bt ≤ χt Qt Htb .
Relative to the equilibrium conditions in section 3, the Euler equation changes and a housing Euler equation is introduced:



1 + idt
=
+ Θt
Πt
 b

+ Qt+1 + Θt χt Qt .
λbt Qt = γEt λbt+1 rh,t+1
λbt

γEt λbt+1

Furthermore, if impatient households are the only agents that
demand housing services and the supply of housing is ﬁxed, the housing Euler equation will determine the market-clearing price of housing. We can log-linearize the model around a steady state assuming
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that the collateral constraint is always binding. Under these assumptions, an aggregate IS equation of the same form as the rule-of-thumb
case emerges. To a log-linear approximation:


yt − gt = Et (yt+1 − gt+1 ) − sc σs (1 − sb ) idt − Et πt+1


− sc sb Et cbt+1 − cbt
cbt =

wnb 1
Y
B
(1 + r) B
(χt−1 + qt−1 )
yt − taxt + (χt + qt ) −
cb α
cb
cb
cb
κ
πt = (1 − α) yt + βEt πt+1 .
α

The preceding equations, along with a monetary policy rule, do not
fully specify the equilibrium of the economy; the borrower household’s Euler equation and housing Euler equation are needed to
determine the dynamics of housing prices and the Lagrange multiplier on the borrowing constraint.
The growth rate of borrowers’ consumption takes the place of
the credit spread in the aggregate IS equation just as in the case of
rule-of-thumb households:


Et cbt+1 − cbt = γy Et (yt+1 − yt ) − γtax Et (taxt+1 − taxt )
+ γb (Et χt+1 − (2 + r) χt + (1 + r) χt−1 )
+ γb (Et qt+1 − (2 + r) qt + (1 + r) qt−1 ) ,
where γy , γtax , and γb are the appropriate constants. An exogenous
tightening of the collateral constraint can be represented as a fall in
χt and, ignoring the equilibrium dynamics of housing prices, will act
like an increase in the credit spread so long as the stochastic process
for χt is dominated by the middle term for some period of time. In
particular, an AR(3) process of χt could generate an AR(1) process
for the “interest rate” shock represented by borrower consumption
growth in the aggregate IS equation.
The inclusion of housing dynamics further complicates matters
since simply a fall in housing prices does not guarantee a rise in
borrower consumption growth beyond the initial period. Nevertheless, it appears plausible that a collateral shock could act in the
same manner as a credit spread shock in the aggregate IS equation even with endogenous house prices. Stronger conclusions require

8
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greater structure placed on the saver household’s demand for housing and residential investment, both of which will determine the
market clearing housing price.

Equivalence with Overlapping-Generations (OLG) Model
In this section, I show that the steady state of the model with inﬁnitely lived agents with diﬀering degrees of time preference is isomorphic to the steady state of a model with ﬁnitely lived agents who
share the same rate of time preference but diﬀer in eﬀective labor
over the life cycle.
Households live T periods with variation in the disutility of labor
supply over the life cycle, and each generation that dies in a period
is replaced by a generation of equal measure in the next period
so that the total population is constant. Households choose consumption, hours worked, and whether to borrow or save in each
period. Formally, for each generation i{0, 1, . . . T }, the household’s
optimization problem is
max

E0

T
−i


β t {u (Ct (i)) − θi }

t=0

Ct (i) = Wt Nt (i) + Bt (i) −
+

1 + ibt−1
Bt−1 (i) − Dt (i)
Πt

1 + idt−1
Dt−1 (i) + Πft − Tt
Πt
Dt (i) ≥ 0
Bt (i) ≥ 0
BT −i (i) = 0,

where θi is an exogenous process for eﬀective labor supply that captures the hump-shaped proﬁle of earnings over the life cycle. The
household is prohibited from borrowing in the ﬁnal period of life.
The ﬁrst-order conditions characterizing the household’s optimal
consumption and savings decisions are given below:
uc (Ct (i), Nt (i)) = λt (i)

(3)

−un (Ct (i), Nt (i)) = λt (i)Wt θi

(4)
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1 + idt (1 + ωt )
λt (i) = βEt λt+1 (i)
− φbt (i)
Πt+1

9



λt (i) = βEt λt+1 (i)

1 + idt
+ φdt (i)
Πt+1

(5)
(6)

λT −i (i) = −φbT −i (i)

(7)

λT −i (i) = φdT −i (i)

(8)

φbt (i)Bt (i) = 0

(9)

φdt (i)Dt (i) = 0.

(10)

Household optimality requires that households do not borrow or save
in the ﬁnal period. Subtracting the Euler equation for borrowing
from the Euler equation for deposits shows that households never
simultaneously borrow and save, but may ﬁnd it optimal to live in
autarky:
0 = βEt



λt+1 (i)
ωt − φdt + φbt .
Πt+1

I consider a steady allocation of consumption, borrowing, and
labor supply across generations where wages, interest rates, and the
price level are constant, and assume that the utility functions and
distribution of θi over the generations are suﬃcient to guarantee
that a steady state exists.
The ﬁrm’s problem, the intermediaries problem, ﬁscal policy, and
monetary policy are unchanged from the discussion in section 3.
Market clearing requires
Yt =

T


Ct (i) + Gt

(11)

i=0

Nt =

T


Nt (i).

(12)

i=0

A steady state of the overlapping-generations model with credit
frictions is a set of aggregate quantities Y , N , C, F , K, Πf ;
a distribution of consumption, labor supply, deposits, and

10
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d

b

C i , N i , Di , B i , λi , φi , φi

T

;

a

i=0

set of prices
W , Π, id , ω, M C ; and a ﬁscal policy
B g , T , G, reb that jointly satisfy the steady-state versions of
(i) household optimality conditions (27)–(34),
(ii) household budget constraints,
(iii) ﬁrm optimality conditions in (15),
(iv) government budget constraint, ﬁscal rule, and solvency condition (10),
(v) monetary policy rule (13), and
(vi) market clearing conditions.
Given a deﬁnition for the steady state of the overlappinggenerations model, for suitable choices of the distribution of θi and
other model parameters, the steady state of the inﬁnite-horizon
model is equivalent to the steady state of the overlapping-generations
model.
Proposition 1. Consider a steady state of the overlappinggenerations model. There exists a set of discount rates and functions
for household utility that provide the steady state in the inﬁnitehorizon model.
Proof. Since the ﬁrms’ problem, intermediaries’ problem, and ﬁscal
and monetary policy are unchanged in the overlapping-generations
model, a steady state in the OLG model satisﬁes parts (iii)–(v) of
the steady-state version of the deﬁnition of an equilibrium in the
inﬁnite-horizon model. It remains to show that household optimality
conditions and market clearing conditions may be satisﬁed.
Let Ω denote the set of borrowers in i {0, 1, . . . T }. Savers’ and
borrowers’ consumption and labor supply can be deﬁned in the OLG
model and will satisfy the corresponding market clearing conditions
(12)–(13) in the inﬁnite-horizon model:
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Cs =

11

1 
Ci
1 − πb
c
iΩ

1 
Cb =
Ci
πb
iΩ

1 
Ns =
Ni
1 − πb
c
iΩ

1 
Nb =
Ni
πb
iΩ

For suitable deﬁnitions of the utility functions for each household,
household’s labor supply conditions hold in steady state:




Ucs C s , N s W = −Uhs C s , N s




Ucb C b , N b W = −Uhb C b , N b .
Under the assumption that ﬁrm proﬁts are only paid to savers
and the assumption that θi implies only one switch from borrowing to saving midway through the life cycle, summing the budget
constraints of borrower household:

iΩc

Ci = W


iΩc

Ni +

1 
⇒B=
Bi.
πb
c




Bi

iΩc

1 + ib
1−
Π


−T



1 [iΩc ]

iΩc

iΩ

Finally, the interest rate and borrowing rate from the OLG model
determine the discount rates in the inﬁnite horizon model:
1
1 + id
1

γ=
.
1 + id (1 + ω)
β=
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Equilibrium Conditions
Household equilibrium conditions and relevant transversality conditions for i{s, b}:


λit = uc Cti , Nti


λit Wt = −un Cti , Nti
1 + idt
Πt+1


1 + idt (1 + ωt )
b
b
λt = γEt λt+1
.
Πt+1
λst = βEt λst+1

Law of motion for public-sector and private-sector debt:
Bt = Ctb − Wt Ntb +
Btg = Gt +

1 + ibt−1
Bt−1 + Tt
Πt

1 + idt−1 g
Bt−1 − Tt .
Πt

Firm production, cost minimization, price setting, and price level
determination:
Yt = Ntα
Yt
M Ct
Nt
 ν−1
Kt
ν−1
1 = θΠt + (1 − θ)
Ft
ν
Ft =
λs M Ct Yt + θβEt Πνt+1 Ft+1
ν−1 t
Wt = α

Kt = λst Yt + θβEt Πν−1
t+1 Kt+1 .
Monetary and ﬁscal policy rules and solvency condition:


idt
rd




φπ

= (Πt )

Yt
Ytn

φy
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 g

Tt = φb Bt−1
− B g − rebt
0 = limT →∞ Et

Pt
PT

BTg
T
t (1

+ idt−1 )

.

Credit spread determination:


b
1 + ωt = Et Γ Bt , Wt+1 Nt+1
, Zt .
Market-clearing conditions:
Yt = ηCtb + (1 − η) Cts + Gt
Nt = ηNtb + (1 − η) Nts .
Exogenous processes:
 


Gt
Gt−1
log
= ρg
+ gt
G
G


rebt − reb = ρreb rebt−1 − reb + reb
t .

Analytical Solutions
As noted in section 4, we presented solutions for the borrower-lender
model if wages are rigid, χn = 0, and prices are ﬂexible or monetary policy keeps inﬂation stable at all times. Here, we show how
the model can be simpliﬁed and solved analytically under these
conditions via the method of undetermined coeﬃcients.
Consumption of borrower and lender households are determined
in equilibrium by the Euler equations determining optimal saving
behavior for each type of household. Along with these expressions,
the budget constraint of the borrower household, the credit spread
equation, and the resource constraint are also needed to solve for
the tax multiplier.
cbt = Et cbt+1 − σb (it + ωt − Et πt+1 )

(13)

cst = Et cst+1 − σs (it − Et πt+1 )

(14)

yt =

sc (sb cyt

+ (1 −

sb ) cst )

ωt = χb bt

+ gt

(15)
(16)
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w̄n̄b
b̄
1 + ı̄ b̄
(wt + yt ) + bt −
(bt−1 + it−1 + ωt−1 − πt )
c̄b
c̄b
π̄ c̄b
ȳ
(17)
− taxt
c̄b

Rigid real wages and ﬂexible prices/inﬂation stabilization ensure
that yt = wt = πt = 0. Combining the savers’ and borrowers’ Euler
equations along with the aggregate resource constraint, the following
expression for the nominal rate results:
it = −

sb σb
ωt ,
σ̃

(18)

where σ̃ = sb σb + (1 − sb ) σs is the average intertemporal elasticity
of substitution.
We can deﬁne a new variable at = bt + it + ωt . Using (42) and
(40), we obtain the following expression relating at to bt :


sb σb 
bt .
at = 1 − χb 1 +
(19)
σ̃
Using the expression for the nominal rate obtained above, we can
reduce this system to a system of equation in cbt and at :
cbt =

1
b̄

c̄b 1 + χb 1 −

1 + ı̄ b̄
ȳ
at−1 − taxt
π̄ c̄b
c̄b


1 − sbσ̃σb χb

 at .
cbt = Et cbt+1 − σb
1 + χb 1 − sbσ̃σb
sb σb
σ̃

 at −

(20)
(21)

A solution to this system of equation takes the following form,
and we can compute the unknown coeﬃcients using the method of
undetermined coeﬃcients:
at = αb at−1 + ατ taxt

(22)

cbt

(23)

= βb at−1 + βτ taxt .

If χb = 0, then the credit spread is invariant to the level of debt and
private-sector debt follows a random walk. The coeﬃcients are given
below:
βb = −ı̄

b̄
c̄b

(24)
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βτ = −

ατ =

ı̄
ȳ
c̄b 1 − ρ + ı̄
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(25)

αb = 1

(26)

ȳ 1 − ρ
.
b̄ 1 − ρ + ı̄

(27)

We can also compute the solution in the case limχb →∞ . As can be
seen, the response of borrower consumption to the tax rebate is the
same as in the case of a rule-of-thumb household. The remaining
coeﬃcients are given below:
βb = − (1 + ı̄)

b̄
c̄b

(28)

ȳ
c̄b
1 + ı̄
αb =
1 + ı̄ + σb c̄b̄b
βτ = −

ατ =

(1 − ρ) c̄ȳb
(1 + ı̄) c̄b̄b + σb

(29)
(30)
.

(31)

At the zero lower bound, output is no longer ﬁxed at zero.
Instead, the nominal interest rate does not respond to changes in
ﬁscal policy. With the additional assumption of a labor share equal
to 1 (α = 1), we can express the system of equations determining
output and consumption as follows:
yt − gt = Et (yt+1 − gt+1 ) − sc sb σb
cbt = Et cbt+1 − σb
cbt =

χb
at
1 + χb

χb
at
1 + χb

1
w̄n̄b
b̄
b̄
ȳ
yt +
at − (1 + ı̄) at−1 − taxt ,
c̄b
c̄b 1 + χb
c̄b
c̄b

(32)
(33)
(34)

where at = bt + ωt and idt = 0. If χb = 0, then equation (56) determines output while the zero lower bound is binding. Output in this
equation is a function only of government spending and, therefore,
tax rebates have no eﬀect on output.
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In the case when χb→∞ , the coeﬃcient on at in equation (58) is
zero and consumption by the borrower household is determined by
current income and the tax rebate. We can solve for at and ﬁnd an
expression for yt . Since this expression contains the endogenous state
variable at−1 , an explicit analytical expression cannot be found.


b̄
at
σb (1 − η) + (1 + ı̄)
ȳ
b̄
= −gt + Et gt+1 + taxt − Et taxt+1 + (1 + ı̄) at−1
ȳ
yt − gt = Et (yt+1 − gt+1 ) − sc sb σb at

(35)
(36)
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